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and	unchanging.	Those	believing	 identities	 are	 constantly	 being	 formed	 and	































































































it	was	therefore	possible	to	establish	 a	 hierarchy	of	 civilised	 and	 intelligent	


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































exclusion.		It		can	be	argued	to	challenge	 the	 respect	 for	 universal	 human	 rights	
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#1	 63	 Caretaker	 19	Jun	12	 Reception	room,	tomb	complex	3	
#2	 44	 Shaykh	 6	Jun	12	 Reception	room,	tomb	complex	1	
#3	 42	 Imam	 8	Jul	14	 Mosque	office	
#4	 20	 University	student	 14	Jul	14	 Local	cafe	
#5	 42	 Taxi	driver	 17	Jul	14	 Mosque	courtyard	
#6	 48	 Taxi	driver	 21	Jul	15	 His	home	






#9	 45	 Trader	 18	Jul	14	 Mosque	courtyard	
#10	 46	 Imam	 31	May	12	 Mosque	office	
#11	 48	 Imam	 3	Jul	14	 Mosque	office	
#12	 60	 Imam	 7	Jul	14	 Mosque	office	
#13	 34	 Junior	Imam		 15-17	Jul	14	 Mosque	courtyard	
#14	 38	 Junior	Imam		 17	Jul	14	 Mosque	courtyard	












#16	 48	 Imam	&	teacher	 14	Jul	15	
Office	in	business	
district	
#17	 21	 University	student	 21	Jul	15	 Tea	shop	
#18	 65	 Retired	 22	Jul	15	 Mosque	courtyard	
#19	 36	 Junior	Imam	 22	Jul	15	 Mosque	office	
#20	 49	 Imam	 28	Jul	15	 Mosque	office	
#21	 44	 Imam	 12	Apr	12	 Mosque	office	
#22	 46	 Imam	 12	Jul	14	 Mosque	office	























#30	 41	 Imam	 19	Jul	14	 Mosque	office	
#31	 26	 Undeclared	 24	Jul	15	 Walking	along	street	
#32	 42	 Imam	 25	Jul	15	 Mosque	prayer	hall	











#	 Chinese	name	 Pinyin	 Sectarian	Affiliation	
1	 百⽟巷	 Bai	Yu	Xiang	 Ikhwan	moderate	
2	 北关	 Beiguan	 Ikhwan	hard-line*	
3	 北磨尔园	 Bei	Mo’er	Yuan	 Ikhwan	hard-line*	
4	 宾河路		 Binhe	Lu		 Ikhwan		
5	 丁字路	 Dingzi	Lu	 Ikhwan	hard-line	
6	 东关⼤寺	 Dongguan	Dasi	 Ikhwan	moderate*	
7	 凤凰⼭拱北	 Fenghuangshan	Gongbei	 Sufi	tomb	*	
8	 富强巷	 Fuqiang	Xiang	 Ikhwan	moderate	
9	 ⼴德门拱北寺	 Guang	De	Men	Gongbei	Si	 Sufi	tomb*	
10	 鲜门拱北寺	 Xian	Men	Gongbei	Si	 Sufi	tomb*	
11	 乐家湾	 Le	Jia	Wan	 Ikhwan	
12	 联合村	 Lianhe	Cun	 Ikhwan		
13	 路林巷	 Lu	Lin	Xiang	 Ikhwan	hard-line	
14	 南关	 Nanguan	 Ikhwan	moderate*	
15	 南⼭路	 Nan	Shan	Lu	 Ikhwan		
16	 上林家崖		 Shang	Lin	Jia	Ya	 Ikhwan		
17	 树林巷	 Shu	Lin	Xiang	 Salafiyya*	
18	 ⽔城门	 Shui	Cheng	Men		 Ikhwan	moderate	
19	 王家庄	 Wang	Jia	Zhuang	 Ikhwan		
20	 夏都⼤街	 Xiadu	Dajie	 Ikhwan	moderate*	
21	 下林家	 Xia	Lin	Jia	 Ikhwan		
22	 	杨家庄	 Yang	Jia	Zhuang	 Qadim	*	
23	 ⼀颗印	 Yi	Ke	Yin	 Ikhwan		
24	 怡⼼圆	 Yi	Xin	Yuan	 Ikhwan		
25	 ⽟带桥	 Yu	Dai	Qiao	 Ikhwan	hard-line*	
26	 园⼭	 Yuan	Shan	 Ikhwan		
27	 韵家⼜	 Yun	Jia	Kou	 Qadim		
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